By applying wrapping (Dattatreya Rao et al (2007) ), offsetting Radhika et al (2013) ) and stereographic projection (Phani et al (2012) ) have constructed circular models. Further the circular models based on the Rising Sun function are motivated by purely mathematical considerations as a smoothing function and possible application. This work takes a further step in this direction using several mathematical tools such as Real Analysis along with MATLAB and are applied to enlarge the horizon of Mathematical Statistics. Here an attempt is made to construct new circular models using the Rising Sun function and also the circular rising sun lemma is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
The available methods of generating circular models are wrapping a linear model, 
CONSTRUCTION OF CIRCULAR MODELS USING THE RISING SUN FUNCTION
The Rising Sun function (RSF) of a bounded function 
ON RISING SUN VON MISES AND RISING SUN WRAPPED CAUCHY … The graphs of pdf of the von Mises, Rising Sun of von Mises and pdf of Rising Sun von
Mises models are plotted here.
Fig. 3.1 Graph of von Mises pdf and the Rising Sun von Mises pdf The Characteristic function of von Mises distribution
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